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Verbamatic

Real Time Editor

Post-
processing

Real Time Editor

The performance of an ASR 
are crucial to be fast and 
accurate, but a real time 

editor in an immersive GUI 
allow for state-of-the-art real

time tracking with cutting 
edge technology and high 

performance

Accurate LMs

Language Models are the 
engine to an ASR, allowing

for accurate transcripts, also
meaning less edits

Post 
processing
Accurate models and RT are 
not enough to have a quick
draft of your meetings: 
labeling and colouring
system allows you to stem
your documents quickly

ASR

The core component of a 
performing RealTime tool is
a performing ASR

Key Components

Accurate LM

ASR
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Automatic Speech Recognition
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION FOR REPORTING

Real Time End-to-
End ASR

For over 10 years, Almawave
have supported Court Reporters 
and stenotypists all over Italy
and Europe in improving their
typing performance.

Verbamatic Steno is deployed in 
two different mode, «Assisted» 
where the draft is assisted by a 
human and «unassisted» where
the ASR will generate accurate 
transcripts autonomously.
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Language Models
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION FOR REPORTING

Many language
models available

OOTB

How many languages can you speak in 
your global meetings? Many, hence why 
we armed Verbamatic with as many 
languages to permit user to conduct 
business meetings and councils with 
ease.

Arabic, Catalan, Chinese Mandarin, 
Danish, Dutch, English, Farsi, Finnish, 
Flemish, French, German, Greek, Hindi, 
Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Rumenian, Russian, 
Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, 
Turkish, Urdu and more!
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Post Processing
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION FOR REPORTING

Color and label the 
speakers to improve

accessibility

Accurate models and RT are not
enough to have a quick draft of your
meetings: labeling and colouring system 
allows you to stem your documents
quickly

By labeling your speakers, you will see 
their name everytime they speak. You 
can set this information on the left of 
the interface, and the system will 
automatically recall it everytime the 
speaker is identified, thanks to our ASR 
enhancing coming from Speaker 
Embedding features.
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Post Processing
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION FOR REPORTING

Real time editing for 
fast time-to-report

Verbamatic is a tool created to 
guarantee the full exploit of your
organization: the words of your
employees.

Classic court reporting processes
requires several stages, from audio 
acquisition, to drafting and draft review. 
Verbamatic allows you to save time and 
give value and efficiency to the things
you say.
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